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“Este programa [de Governo] está
muito além do memorando de
troika” (Passos Coelho, PSD leader, 9 May 2011)
Source: http://www.dn.pt/especiais/interior.aspx?content_id=1847579&especial=
Portugal%20pede%20ajuda%20externa&seccao=ECONOMIA
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Selection of articles by FT’s Peter Wise on Portugal
(Financial Times search: “troika + portugal + wise”, from
1 Jan 2011 to 8 Nov 2013; titles of 41 out of 70 articles)

April 22, 2011 Portugal on holiday amid bail-out talks
May 3, 2011 Portugal reaches deal on €78bn bail-out
June 5, 2011 Socialists ousted in Portugal election
June 7, 2011 Bank of Portugal warns on bail-out compliance
June 21, 2011 Lisbon sees ‘catastrophe’ in bail-out deviation
July 6, 2011 Portugal hits back at Moody’s downgrade
July 8, 2011 Portugal debt agency condemns move by Moody’s
September 19, 2011 A degree of influence*
October 6, 2011 Portugal risks missing fiscal targets
October 31, 2011 Portugal seeks flexibility on bail-out
November 16, 2011 Brussels: Portugal on track to meet bailout conditions
• November 24, 2011 Fears of ‘cosmetic’ reform as Portugal
austerity bites
• January 30, 2012 Discipline not enough for Lisbon
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February 28, 2012 Portugal on right track, say lenders
April 10, 2012 Resolved to see reforms through
June 4, 2012 Portugal champions austerity drive
August 24, 2012 Tax fall imperils Lisbon’s deficit target
September 7, 2012 Lisbon announces harsher austerity plans
September 11, 2012 Lenders relax Portugal’s fiscal targets
September 16, 2012 Discontent threatens Portugal’s fiscal
progress
October 5, 2012 Moody’s warns on Portugal’s bailout plan
October 15, 2012 Lisbon raises taxes to meet bailout terms
October 18, 2012 IMF calls Lisbon’s austerity ‘imperative’
November 12, 2012 Merkel visits Lisbon to bolster austerity
January 17, 2013 IMF praises Portugal’s reform progress
February 22, 2013 Lisbon anti-austerity groups get creative
February 25, 2013 Hostility mounts to Portugal’s austerity
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•March 13, 2013 Lisbon set to win deficit target extension
•March 15, 2013 Portugal sharply cuts economic forecasts
•April 6, 2013 Portugal bailout blown off course
•April 7, 2013 Portugal’s austerity plan fails to deliver
•April 8, 2013 Portugal may face delay to bailout funds
•April 14, 2013 Troika to assess Portugal’s austerity plans
•May 5, 2013 Portugal begins talks on further austerity measures
•July 1, 2013 Portugal’s finance minister and architect of austerity
drive quits
•July 3, 2013 Portugal’s political woes to complicate bailout
programme
•July 11, 2013 Portugal president’s call for national unity backfires
•August 1, 2013 Portugal to ask lenders for leniency over austerity
•September 15, 2013 Lisbon faces EU resistance over push to ease
fiscal targets
•October 4, 2013 Troika rejects Portugal plea to relax deficit targets
•October 15, 2013 Lisbon unveils tough budget in effort to avert
new bailout
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But, whodunit?
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4.5. Definition of dismissals. The Government will prepare by Q4-2011 a
reform proposal aimed at introducing adjustments to the cases for fair
individual dismissals contemplated in the Labour Code with a view to fighting
labour market segmentation and raise the use of open-ended contracts. This
proposal will lead to draft legislation to be submitted to Parliament by Q12012.
• i. Individual dismissals linked to unsuitability of the worker should become
possible even without the introduction of new technologies or other changes
to the workplace (art. 373-380, 385 Labour Code). Inter alia, a new reason
can be added regarding situations where the worker has agreed with the
employer specific delivery objectives and does not fulfil them, for reasons
deriving exclusively from the workers’ responsibility;
• ii. Individual dismissals linked to the extinction of work positions should
not necessarily follow a pre-defined seniority order if more than one worker
is assigned to identical functions (art. 368 Labour Code). The predefined
seniority order is not necessary provided that the employer establishes a
relevant and non- discriminatory alternative criteria (in line with what
already happens in the case of collective dismissals);
• iii. Individual dismissals for the above reasons should not be subject to the
obligation to attempt a transfer for a possible suitable position (art. 368,
375 Labour Code). As a rule, whenever there are work positions available
that match the qualifications of the worker, dismissals should be avoided.
Source: MoU (May 2011), pp. 22-23.
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“A degree of influence”, Peter Wise, FT, 19 September 2011
“Sometimes this influence is highly tangible. The Easter breakfast with the
troika delegation, held in a former palace on the Nova campus, has only just
come to light. But the memorandum of understanding that sets out the terms of
Portugal’s three-year rescue package bears what Prof Ferreira Machado calls
“the intellectual mark of our school” in at least two critical areas.
Pedro Portugal, an economics professor at Nova and senior researcher with
the Bank of Portugal, is seen as the “intellectual father” of the labour market
reforms included in the rescue package. These focus on ending a dichotomy
between permanent and fixed-term work contracts that has created a two-tier
system where older, less skilled workers have become “unsackable”, but many
younger, often highly qualified people are forced to accept short-term contracts
with little job security.
Francesco Franco, an assistant professor at Nova, is seen as the inspiration
for another key measure in the bail-out package – a plan to cut employers’
social security contributions as a means of lowering labour costs and increasing
the competitiveness of exports.
Prof Franco, an Italian who has worked at Nova for the past seven years, has
calculated that abolishing such contributions altogether and replacing revenue
by a single 25 per cent rate of value added tax would be the equivalent of a 40
per cent currency devaluation.”
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But, not without criticism
• On the implementation: penalties are too drastic (Pedro Santa
Clara)
• On the health reforms: there are no great surprises (Pedro Pita
Barros)
• On regulation: should have gone further (Vasco Santos)
• On telecommunications: a single new measure (Steffen
Hörnig)
• On Justice: below what is needed (Nuno Garoupa)
• On the political economy of the program:
“Much of the political economy of the agreements with
the IMF implies the suspension of politics to redeem the
economies. Avoid exaggerating the former to the point of
harming the later.” (José Tavares)
Source: “Memorandum [on] Economic and Financial Policies: 11 Perspectivas. Nova SBE (Maio,
2011)” http://economico.sapo.pt/public/uploads/NOVAanalisaMemorando_16-05-2011.pdf
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The turning point: 15 Sept 2012

Source: http://www.pedro-magalhaes.org/eurosondagem-5-nov-n1005-tel/
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Carlos Moedas with Eduardo Catroga, PSD
negociators of the troika Memorandum.

“Estamos muitas vezes em desacordo
com a troika”
(Carlos Moedas, Secretary of State to the Prime Minister, 9 November 2013)

Source: http://www.publico.pt/politica/noticia/carlos-moedas-garanteque-governo-esta-muitas-vezes-em-desacordo-com-a-troika-1611923
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Summing up (and more):
The Memorandum was too ambitious
It was designed largely by domestic actors
It failed to deliver growth
The main rationale was probably not to implement the
so-called structural reforms, but to achieve the external
balance of the economy
• Why was it so popular at the beginning?
• The answer probably lies in misconceptions about
Portuguese economic growth potential
•
•
•
•
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Two views (be surprised – or not):
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Source: http://pedrolains.typepad.com/pedrolains/2012/08/o-terceiro-erro-1.html
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Source: http://www.portugal.gov.pt/media/914582/20130411%20mef%20adjusting%
20portugal%20trinity%20college%20dublin.pdf
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Thank you!
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